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and just in case you were doubting our convictions, please be
informed that casino royale may be great, but it is not, as the son of
hound would proclaim, the best bond film. still, skyfall isn't just a
better film, its also the best film. ah skyfall, the film that established
christian bale as a capable successor to the legendary pierce brosnan.
bale brings a new intensity to the role, though, turning the former tv
anchor into an operative who is frustrated by the injustices of the
world. the film is full of pathos and brings the franchise in a new
direction. we like this one. this is it, this is your worst nightmare, you
thought spectre was big, you thought spectre was bad, but 'skyfall' is
the most extreme and disturbing version of what is already the worst
version of spectre ever. skyfall is the most disturbing spectre film
ever! we previously recommended casino royale as the best bond film
ever . we stand by that now, but only because skyfall is also a good
film, and we want to be completely fair. daniel craig, meanwhile, is
back for another go-round as the time? perhaps bond may never be
the same after craig? still, even with that cataclysmic end, mendes
and company manage to surpass themselves. mendes' direction is
restrained, and while not a technical challenge, it does show from
time to time. 'skyfall' is at its most exciting when we are closer to
bond's point of view, and mendes structures sequences so that we
observe everything from the point of view of the character or subject,
and that helps balance the elements of excitement and scale which
deakins sets forth in the present day sequences. also of note is the
use of nature in 'skyfall' as a world-builder. mendes treats the scottish
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highlands as a character in its own right, and again we see themes of
nature, and emphasis of the group rather than the individual. as far
as these themes, i would argue that casino royale brought the british
character to the fore, but its grip on the bond character had loosened
by the time mendes took over. 'skyfall' does an excellent job of
strengthening the bond between bond and m, but the bond/q
relationship is important as well, which it supplies on an emotional
level.
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deckard on his very last mission. it's inescapable. the angel on his
shoulder has to come for him. it's going to happen. bond is going to
die. in the 24th 007 film, there is no hero. there is only he. and it's a
death that comes sooner than we've seen in any of the films before.

but if you go back to the first title, dr. no, there was no such darkness.
it was a simple story, told with plenty of heart. bond's greatest enemy
is himself. he's a control freak, a sadist, and a megalomaniac. there is

nothing redeemable about bond, and he's nothing more than a
mouthpiece for the villains. the difference in how the series is

approaching its conclusion is that while the last two films toyed with
bond being redeemed, they never really gave him a chance to be

redeemed. in 'skyfall', we meet bond at his most bitter, and yet it still
comes as no surprise when he destroys his greatest enemy. ironically,
a studio that is synonymous with great martial arts films has failed to

produce an unequivocal martial arts film. there was the sort of
crappiness that even bruce lee had to put up with in the game of

death ("you learned well. the fist? you learned nothing."), but even
those movies had action sequences that were exciting and kinetic.
this version of "skyfall" is only as good as the villain, but the fight
sequences are poor to say the least. the choreography is flat and
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usually empty. even the big one where bond endangers a bunch of
goons and a helicopter, with the stunt crew just standing there while

a bus of them falls out of the sky, lacks the impact or fury that it could
have had. bond's fight choreography with silva is the highlight of the

sequence, but even he is technically unsteady at times. bardem's
fight with bond is even less memorable, involving a hardcore scene

where he smashes through glass with his head, and tossing sheets of
metal around in an effort to murder a train. 5ec8ef588b
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